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NOTATION

R,G,Z Measurement cylindrical coordinate system
(radial, tangential, streamwise)

U Streamwise velocity component

V Vertical velocity component

W Transverse or on-axis velocity component

X,Y,Z Measurement rectangular coordinate system
(vertical, transverse, streamwise)

eFB Traverse system front to back bending angle

-SS Traverse system side to side bending angle
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ABSTRAL r
This report describes how the voluminous amount of data from

Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) experiments can be distilled to

produce useful and comprehendable results. The procedures draw

heavily on the experience and development work done in implementing

three component LDV systems for the towing tanks and large wind tun-

nels of the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center.

The standard procedures and computer software described are meant to

reduce the time needed to analyze and report LDV experiments. The

procedures address data collection, data calibration, measurement er-

ror estimation, data display graphics, and short and long term data

storage.
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

The work described in this paper was done under a project for

Laser Doppler Velocimeter System Development. The project was funded

* by the 6.2 Ship and Submarine Technology Program, Program Element

62543N, Task Area SF 43421, and DTNSRDC Work Unit 1506-253 (FY84) and

1506-130 (FY85).

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) experiments typically take a

large amount of velocity data that must be carefully distilled to

produce useful and comprehendable results. This is especially true

of the three component mean velocity measurement systems currently

available for the towing tanks and wind tunnels of DTNSRDC.

It is hoped that many DTNSRDC personnel will utilize the LDV

technique on a variety of experiments. Standard, documented

procedures and computer software are then an important way to reduce

the cost and complexity of these experiments. They may be decisive

in encouraging full and efficient usage of the expensive LDV equip-

ment in the first place. Standard procedures on data storage have

further value by insuring completeness and the ability for any

researcher to easily access experimental results at a later date.

Three component LDV experience to date has only been on Towing

Carriage No. 2 (Figure 1) and the Anechoic Flow Facility wind tunnel

(Figure 2). However, the procedures described should apply directly

or with some modification to any facility installation of the three

component LDV system.

The reader should have some previous background in DEC computer

operating systems (e.g. RT-ll, VMS, etc.) and experience with the

LDV measurement software provided by TSI Inc. The full value of some

information in this report will not be realized without this "2

background. In any case the actual process of LDV experimentation

2
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Figure 1: Towing Carriage Three Component LDV Installation.
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Figure 2: AFF Wind Tunnel Three Component LDV Installation.
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(as presently configured) requires this background.

IDATA HANDLING PHASES
For descriptive purposes data handling procedures can be divided

into four phases:

1. Testing Phase

2. Refinement Phase

3. Data Editing Phase

4. Data Plotting Phase

The procedures within these phases were developed from experience

with the three component LDV systems in the Carriage #2 Towing Tank

(TT) facility and the Anechoic Flow Facility (AFF) wind tunnel. Data

handling for each facility is the same except for the initial testing

phase where procedures are very analogous. The procedures described

are intended to be a thorough and detailed series of data analysis

" steps. It is the experimenter's choice to simply use them as is or

to use them as a starting point from which to make modifications.

Testing phase procedures include more than operating the data

taking software. Data logs, data forms, information printouts, and

data storage all contribute to experimental results that are effi-

ciently produced, safely stored, and accurate.

Refinement phase procedures search through each individual

velocity measurement and eliminate apparently erroneous ones. The

corrected mean velocities are stored on magnetic tape along with the

uncorrected values.

Data editing phase procedures first create ASqCII computer files

that contain a table of corrected velocity means and standard devia-

tions. Then software programs and file editors modify the form of

the mean velocity tables so that they match the form expected by the

data plotting software programs. In this process some duplicate data

points are eliminated while other valid data points are duplicated to

properly fill out the table. Several versions of the mean velocity

table (at various points in the editing phase) are safely stored on

5UtJI
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magnetic tape.

Data plotting phase procedures use software built around

DISSPLA graphics routines available on many VAX (and other) computer

systems. Some data plots may suggest more mean velocity table edit-

ing. After this is done, the data plots and mean velocity table can

be finalized.

EXPERIMENT REPORTS

The writing of experiment reports is not covered. Individual

reports will generally differ too much for standards to be

worthwhile. However, if some standard tests do emerge

(e.g. propeller wake surveys), the effort may become worthwhile. In

any event the output of the data plotting phase can serve as the

primary graphics in most reports. Some of the developed graphics

*programs are intended for data error analysis. 1 '2 These may be useful

in detailed reports. Additional "DISSPLA-based" plotting programs

will no doubt be developed by other experimenters and also be avail-

able.

-7

A software library of plotting routines sold by ISSCO of San

Diego, California
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DATA HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Data handling procedures require several computer systems and a

variety of storage media. This section will define these hardware

items to minimize confusion when procedures using them are described

in later sections.

6%

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Four separate computer systems will be referred to in this

report. Each is essentially a Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC) machine

that uses a common (or very similiar) operating system and file edi-

tor. This helps a single experimenter to move easily between the

computer systems.

LDV System

This is a PDP 11/23 processor with the following peripherals:

1. Two DEC RL02* hard disk drives

2. Kennedy" 9-track tape drive

3. DEC LA34 Dot matrix printer-plotter

4. DEC VT125 Terminal
~*
The computer has an RT-11 operating system and a default keypad edi-

tor (KED).

This system generally accompanies the LDV optics to the oxnori-

iit:,ntil facility (Figure 3). Memory (128K), direct memory access

(-DMA), and serial port cards (in the computer bus) support LDv (!.,a

*tiaking software and control of the LDV traverse system. The nev:!y

icquired PDP 11/23 computers (12/84) to be permanently in.;talled (,n

the towing carriages can replace this system for towing ti!nk tost .

ft has a compatible configuration except that a DMA card (DR%''B )

miist be added.
3

Product of Digital Equipment Corp. (Marlboro, Mass.)

Product of Magnetics and Electronics, Inc. (Monrovi-,

7
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Laser Lab (LAB) System

This is also a PDP 11/23 processor with the following

peripherals:

1. One DEC RL02 hard disk drive
2. Kennedy 9-track tape drive

3. DEC Decwriter II dot matrix printer

4. DEC VT100 Terminal
i , 5. Graphics Terminal (Tektronix 4010 Emulator)

6. Modem and file transfer software

The computer has an RT-11 operating system and a default keypad edi-
tor (KED) .

The LAB system is usually located in the basement of Building 3

(Room 32), though it is transportable. It can support LDV data tak-

ing software and control of the LDV traverse system, but lack of a

second RL02 disk drive makes the system inconvenient for this

purpose. The cards in its bus are duplicates of those in the LDV

computer system. They can be used as spares or for troubleshooting

LDV system breakdowns.

Central Instrumentation Division (CID) System

This is a PDP 11/34" processor with (among others) the following

peripherals:

1. Two DEC RL02 hard disk drives

2. Centronics 6080 line printer

O. The computer has an TSX-PLUS multi-user operating system and an
available keypad editor (KED). It is located permanently in Building

3 Room 110. With CID permission, it is used primarily for fast

printouts of mean velocity data tables.

y *

Product of Digital Equipment Corp. (Marlboro, Mass.)

9
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Harry Diamond Lab (HDL) System

This is a VAX 11-780 system that has DISSPLA (Version 9.0), a.*
versatile graphics routine library. The VMS operating system has

many of the same commands and command structure as RT-II. The

default editer (EDV) has a keypad editing mode almost exactly the

same as KED on RT-11 systems.

This time sharing system is used through a remote terminal,

modem, and phone (1200 baud). Access through a Tektronix terminal

allows direct display of data plotting routines. A Versatec or Laser

plotter with very high resolution, allow hardcopies to be created at

HDL in Adelphi, Md. Arrangements must be made to pick them up or

hhave them sent in the mail.

DTNSRDC has or is getting VAX systems that can also be used if

the DISSPLA graphics library is implemented.

DEC RL02 DISK CARTRIDGES

These cartridges store 10.4 Megabytes of memory and can be used

in any of the RL02 hard disk drives of the above computers. Both the

LDV and LL computers require RT-11 system software and any single

experiment requires five separate disk cartridges to take and analyze

the data.

Data Aquisition Program/Bootable (DATA/B) disk

This disk contains the large software package that controls the
LDV system and automatically takes data. It is generally used only

during the experiment in Drive 0 of the LDV computer system. Several

modified versions of the original (supplied by TSI Inc.; St. Paul,

Minn.) exist on separate disk cartridges. The four versions are for

different experimental setups:

1. TT traverse system; Cylindrical position coordinates

Product of Digital Equipment Corp. (Marlboro, Mass.)

10
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2. TT traverse system; Rectangular position coordinates

3. AFF traverse system; Cylindrical position coordinates

4. AFF traverse system; Rectangular position coordinates

Refinement Programs/Bootable (REF/B) disk

This disk contains several modified versions of the original TSI

UInc. software that can efficiently:

1. Create ASCII files of data tables

2. Eliminate bad data points

3. Calibrate velocity data

4. Normalize position coordinates

Generally it is used in the LDV computer system (Drive #0) for the

refinement and data editing phases of data analysis.

Temporary Storage (TEMP) disk:

This disk can hold experimental data before it is stored on

magnetic tape. For this purpose it is used during an experiment in

Drive 1 of the LDV computer system. Several sets of data files (10

Megabytes) will fit on the disk, but it may not hold all of an

experiment's data.

In another capacity this disk holds raw data files and data

table files during the refinement and editing phases of data han-

dling. It is placed in Drive 1 of the LDV computer system. It can

be conveniently used to transport ASCII data table files to the CID

" computer for a fast printout. Again, nothing is permanently stored

on this disk.

Laser Lab/Bootable (LAB/B) disk

This disk allows the LL computer system to run the same data

editing programs as the LDV computer. However, more importantly the

file transfer software ("FTERM") and modem controller allow the ASCII

data table files to be sent over the phone to the HDL VAX computer at

* -a rate of 1200 baud.

4 i
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MAGNETIC TAPES

Physically these are 9 track, 1600 bpi, 2000 foot tapes. They

provide for permanent storage of LDV system data.

Raw File Magnetic Tape (RMag)

This tape stores the raw data files that contain every

individual velocity measurement. Completed sets of data files are

transfered here from the TEMP disk cartridge during the experiment.

Each tape can store somewhat more information than a completely

filled RL02 disk cartridge. Long experiments may require several of

these tapes.

Printable File Magnetic Tape (PMag)

This tape stores the various versions of each ASCII data table

file. One magnetic tape stores this condensed velocity information

for each experiment. This tape provides one way to transport files

from the LDV computer system to the LL computer system. It could

also be used to directly transfer files to DTNSRDC VAX computers

eliminating any need for the modem transfer process on the LL

computer system.

12
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TESTING PHASE PROCEDURES

LDV data taking is greatly simplified by the data collection

software developed by TSI Inc.3 ' 4 . This software and its slightly

modified versions will be referred to as the TSI software. TSI

software provisions for automatic positioning, data collection, data

storage, and optional printouts are almost the only tools needed to

organize testing phase procedures. The only experimental data

handled outside this software environment are hand written data logs

and the traverse bending formulation needed to correct for position-p..

ing errors.

MP The original fSI software package was specialized to position in

cylindrical (R,9,Z) coordinates and work with the DC servo-motor

drive of the towing tank LDV system. This fitSthe envisioned,

primary purpose of the system to take towing tank propeller wake

surveys that historically use a cylindrical coordinate system (the

"Z" axis being the propeller shaft axis).

There are now four versions of the software. Each is a slight

modification of the original package. They were created to handle

both cylindrical and rectangular (X,Y,Z) coordinate positioning for

- the TT and AFF (no DC servo-motor drive) traverse systems. A

separate DATA/B disk contains each of the four vrrsions. The experi-

menter chooses the version most convenient for his traversing needs

and inserts that DATA/B disk in Drive 0 of the LDV computer system.

1. "TOWR" Towing Tank, cylindrical position coordinates

2. "TOWXR": Towing Tank, rectangular position coordinates

3. "TUNR" AFF 'unnel, cylindrical position coordinates

, 4. "TUNXR": AFF Tunnel, rectangular position coordinates

:. A TEMP disk is inserted in Drive 1 of the LDV Computer to hold data

• as it is collected.

The TSI software (Figure 4) has two basic modes of data

collection: automatic and manual. In the automatic mode, the user

6 %13



LDV ANALYSIS SYSTEM : MAIN MENU
DATE 28-MAY-85

TIME 14:25:15

The Valid Keyboard Commands For The System Main Menu Are:
M" Display this menu.

"F" = Data files management menu.
"T" = Traverse table control menu.
P" =Data reduction parameters menu.

"S" = Statistical analysis menu.

"H" = Probability density histogram menu.
I"U" = Underwater tow tank menu.
'D" = Counter output diagnostics menu.
PFl = Acquire and analyze one sample group.
PF2 = Save raw data and/or data analysis.

PF3 = Acquire and analyze multiple sample groups.
PF4 = Acquire, analyze, and save multiple sample groups.

RET = Analyze one previously acquired sample group.
,"X" = Immediate halt of analysis.
Q " " = Quit.

Command ?

Figure 4: TSI Software Main Menu Display

initially enters a matrix of locations where he wants to collect

data . Program options start an automatic sequence that moves the

traverse to the first location, collects velocity data, moves to the

second location, collects velocity data and so on until stopped by

the user or upon collecting data at fifteen locations. After doing

some calculations and storing the data, the program is ready to again

collect data at any remaining points in the matrix of locations.

In manual mode the user first makes sure that the traverse is

correctly positioned. A program option then allows him to open a

computer file and fill it with an LDV data block. Program options

allow more than one block (of user specified length) to be stored per

file, or allow the user at any time to close the file and open up a

new one. While normally all experimental data is acquired in the

more time efficient automatic mode, the manual mode is useful in

* The programs "ATM2ED", "ED2ATM", and the KED file editor may

be helpful in creating and especially modifying traverse matrices

outside the data collection software environment.
5
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creating some calibration data sets.

Testing Phase procedures consist of first acquiring certain

calibration data, then collecting the experimental data, and finally

safely storing the data for subsequent analysis steps.

POSITIONING CORRECTION CALIBRATION

The towing tank traverse system is plagued by structural bending

changes when the LDV system is traversed. This sometimes results in

significant positioning errors. Analogous errors have not been

measured in the AFF traverse system. A software fix has been

incorporated into both towing tank data acquisition programs to cor-

rect these positioning errors.

Traverse Bending Correction

As detailed in Reference 1, accelerometers on the traverse

system must be used to take data on the relation of traverse position

and traverse bending angle. This is best done with the model in

place and the carriage moving at its anticipated t- .ing speed. The
collected data (9sY or 0B,Z data pairs .tput to a Fortran

program, "BENDl", to calculate the best fit third degree polynomial

for the data (Figure 5). The coefficients that "BENDl" produces must
be input to the data collection software for proper positioning cor-

rection. Appendix A contains a Position Correction Polynomial Form

that might be useful for this task.

Less frequently the positioning error of the towing tank

traverse system will be checked directly in the dry dock. In this

event, additional Fortran programs automatically calculate bending

*p ramreter "constants" (see Reference 1 for its Appendix 7) Programs

"FIEND2Y", "DEND2Z", and "BEND3" all require the input of the bending

"-je n v °nom ial and a data set (trav-rse posi tion vorsu s positioning

error) Apprndix A contains a Traverse Rending Corr-ction Form that

* might he useful for this task.

... -,5
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" "User

Inputs:
-- .R BENDI

Y TRAVERSE BALANCE VALUE? F10.4

-* 4.0
-HOW MANY POINTS? , 12-.. 10

THETA, Y VALUES?; FIO.4,FIO.4
,.--0 -. 059 18.
-- - w -.034 12.
- P -. 022 6.

S .007 -6.

- - .037 -12.
.075 -18.

°-1. .086 -18.
- p .043 -12.

0. .018 -6.

0.1111E09 -0.2146E+07 0.3810E+06 -0.7776E+06 -0.1490E+04

-0.2146E 07 0.3180E 06 -0.7776E+04 0.1512E+04 0.3978E+02
0.3810E 06 -0.7776E+04 0.1512E+04 -0.3600E.02 -0.5610E+01

-0.7776E+04 0.1512E+04 -0.3600E+02 O.1000E 02 O.1370E+00

ZERO THE THETA FUNCTION AT Y = YBAL? O-NO; 1-YES

A3 A2 Al A0
-0.3619E-05 0.6112E-04 -0.2674E-02 0.9950E-02

CONVERT FROM DEGREES TO RADIANS? 1-YES; O-NO;

A3 A2 Al AO
-0.6317E-07 0.1067E-05 -U.4667E-04 0.1737E-03

-, - Y VALUE FOR THETA CALCULATION? 0.0 - DISCONTINUE""~ .0
"Y" VALUE 4.0000 "THETA" VALUE O.O000.00

,.- . 0.0

Figure 5: "BENDI" Input for Bending Polynomial Calculation.

Correcting Relative Model Positions

Positioning corrections are most naturally done in the absolute

coordinate system of the traverse system. However, the experimenter

invariably wants a coordinate system referenced to the water's free

surface and some ship model location. For this reason the position
encoders can be manually zeroed at any point in their range. The

experimenter however must carefully note where this is in the

absolute coordinate system of the traverse system. The care is

needed to allow returning to this "rezeroed" coordinate system if

power is unexpectedly interupted to the encoder readout module.
Also, proper positioning correction by the data collection software

16
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reAuires that these new coordinate zeroes be input by the experi-

mte t ,.

Ar additional complication occurs if the experimentet wants to

locate his measurement positions relative to many ship model points

.r a mode] stirface. It is relatively simple to place the laser beam

- ... -'inoint ,at physical locations on the ship model and then read

S t' ~> - ion encoders. However, because of positioning errors these

.,4., 1; mAy not be accurate enougih. Therefore a Fortran

rit en to calculate the actual- measuremnt location from

" tion correction coefficients, the location of the

;'j stm origin, and the encoder readouts. The program is

,," 2" ,nd a sample usage appears in Figure 6. Actual ship

c.-In be plotted u P and flI aLa fl.Q 5l-.K , points .-C-

I yI(D ]oit-ed in their vicinity. Actual measurement locations can

Io uo transformed to the corresponding encoder r,,,I,'outs with the

* irpin ion program "RL2ENC".

Appendix A contains a Body Positions Cailcu, it i on Form that can

-, i . eful for this task.

[C O ITY COMPONENT CALIBRATIONS

I addition to the velocity measurements experimentally sought,

. - , ", 0 t?' ca ibration -diat seto ,aro C'eJed to p roperly

C ') I t tle ia fa

* .* ues3na i ig or roe rtreamwise and vertical components are

a--. -)y ma i nq rca sir men or -I spinning whee s u r f ace th'I

- . a ,-r! orecise speed 1 , 2 . Pa st.ndard LDV system software

-] - : i The a inai t r i o -- i.] o. t te no , oe s r d a],j ta. 011

r iC 1" 52 v.") i n T, 1 ' T I Ii-; 1I Ia->'

I< --- t>- -in 1 n- '(t - O n '.I!!. F 1io i ut

f f- w* r 1', i )d r tIhIC

. ... . . . . . . -
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Usc

INPUTS

- .R ENC2RL

Default Y - O<SS> Polynomial:

1.117E-07YOY*Y - -1.377E-06YO'Y + 4.527E-05*Y + -1.662E-04
Do You Want Changes ? 1-Yes; O-No;

A3oYY Y
+6.317E-08

A2*Y*Y
-1.067E-06

A14Y
+4.667E-05

AO
S"--" -1.737E-04

Okay ? 1-Yes; O-No;
- ~ 1

Default Z - O<FB> Polynomial:

2.172E-06*ZOZiZ + 1.154E-O5*ZOz + 4.215E-04OZ + O.OOOE+O0
S.% Do You Want Changes ? I-Yes; O-No;

- -0

Default Absolute Position of Traverse Bending Point (in.)
X z 105.2 in.; Y = 7.91 in.; Z = 0.00 in.

* Do You Want Changes ? 1-Yes; 0-No;

Default Angle Proportionality Constants:

K<SS> = +1.273; K<FB> = -0.778
Do You Want Changes ? 1-Yes; O-No

-1
K<SS> : (F8.4)

1.274
K<FB> : (F8.4)

-~-0.779

Okay ? 1-Yes; 0-No

-~1

Number of Real Points to be Calculated ? (12)
- 4

Enter Encoder Readout Coordinates (in.): X,Y,Z (3F9.4)
4.1002 -7.1002 2.00
3.1004 -6.8004 2.00
2.6010 -6.7213 2.00

-.,,.,.- 2.1007 -6.5935 2.00

<Parameters and Calculated Real Values Sent to LDV Printer>
More Points ? 1-Yes; O-No;

Figure 6: "ENC2RL" Input for Encoder Readout Corrections.
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%Urjsd - PW'cWt )hwvmd: *.47A14Elin 2
0.U31HE441

0.326W.

0. J034E4#

CoUnte, 3
Histopma Data Position (RE/W -0.29134@E+41, #.2#181K4#l,-.029SE..a

gitnAIWI FRINGE CALIWTINM4 PW9MIl 6/4/54

< COUNTER STATISTICS >

\ COUNTER 1 COUNTER?7 \ COUNTER3
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
\TOTALONSR PTS \ 0 111000E+03 0 .317000E+03 \ O.IIOBOOE+04
\NSR GOO PTS \ O.IIIOOOE+03 0 .307000E+03 \ O.IIO8O0E+04
\NPR BAD PTS \
W#ELOCITY MEAN % 0.509909E-01 O.?14989E-04 \ 0.4605.93E-01
\STAN DEVIATION\ 0.303817E-03 \ O.6?0094E-03 \ 0.790577E-03 \
\T INTENSITY(%)\ 0.59525E+00 \~ 0.298430E+04 \ 0.168713E+01 \
\3RD MOMENT \
\S$(Ek*ESS COEFF\
\4TH MOMENT \
\FLATNESS COEFF\
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SSAMPLE

Figure 7: Histograms and Data Tables for Fringe Spacing Determination.

determinations. The determinations should be independent setups of

the calibration wheel and occurring, if possible, at both the begin-

ning and end of any optical alignment. The mean of these fringe

* spacing determinations is needed by the TSI software to convert

experiment LDV signals to velocity data. The standard deviation of

the fringe spacing determinations indicates the size of a source of

measurement error and will be required later during data analysis.

20
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Appendix A contains a Fringe Spacing Calulation Form that might

be useful for this task.

Component Direction Relative to Model

The description of the velocity component directional error 1'2

included how "freestream" LDV measurements could be used to wholly orpartially correct for several errors. In the TT LDV system, this is

done by taking measurements on one or two passes without the model

present. In the AFF LDV system, several measurements are taken at a

location as far out into the freestream as possible.

These data sets can be taken by the standard software in the

automatic data aquisition mode of operation. Typical file names for

. this data are: "FREA00", "FREBOO", "FREC00", etc. These data files

should be taken before the experiment and during the experiment (ei-

ther weekly or whenever the LDV optics are adjusted).

Appendix A contains a Component Direction Error Form that might

be useful for this task.

DATA TAKING ORGANIZATION

The software organizes experimental data (in automatic collec-

tion mode) into TEMP disk files with six character alphanumeric

names. The first four characters are user chosen to define the ship

model and "Z" (streamwise) measurement station for the data.

Velocity data graphics programs are based on this idea of data col-

lection being organized into sets, each taken at a unique 1Z" loca-

tion (i.e. single rlane of measurement locations). Added to the

four characters is a two digit number that shows the order in which

dita files were automatically collected (01 --> 85). Each data file

is the result of one automatic data collection - traversing sequence.

" Many it-.3 files (though usually less than 85) are required to collect

all the data for a given "Z" plane. The RT-11 file type for these

dta files is automatically ".RAW".

In addition, a velocity data summary file is created and then

u pdated with each new ".RAW" file. Its file namer is the same as the

21
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associated data files except that the added number is "00". The sum-

mary file's data type is automatically ".PVD" for Position - Velocity

Data. Note that both the data files and the data summary file con-

tain binary numbers and not ASCII characters that can simply be

printed out.

Manual mode files have a six character alphanumeric name that is

completely chosen by the user. However, as before, the RT-11 file

type must be ".RAW". There is nothing analogous to the summary file

(".PVD" file) in this mode.

TSI software provides tabular printouts of both manual (Table 2)

and automatic data collections (Table 3). The experimenter is

" "RAW"

SAMPLE GROUP STATISTICS
", .Data Position (CY/IN) * 5.8000 4.7000 0.0000

*< Counter Statistics >

I Counter I I Counter 2 ! Counter 3 1

ITotal nbr t: 0.256000E+03 0.256000E+03 0.256000E+03INbr good pts I 0.256OOOE+03 0.256000E+03 0.256000E+03

INbr bad pta I 0.000000 00 0 OOOOOOE+00 0 .OOOOO0E+0
I Vlocity mean I 0.137561E+00 1 -0.489829E+00 1 0.313631E+01
1Stan de0ationl 0.229437E-01 1 0.226339E+00 , 0.516874E-01 I
rintni:Y(x) 0.166789E+0? 0.462078E+02 0.164803E+01I

13rd moment... 0 01704IIE-05 -0.373297E-02 0.947480E-03

Skewness ooefl 0.705468E-01 -0.160970E+00 0.343072E+01
14th moment I 0.963499E-06 I 0.834747E-01 0.111780E-02 I
IFlatness ooe£fl 0.347695E+01 I 0.318065E+02 I 0.156612E+03 I

"REFINED"

SAMPLE GROUP STATISTICS
Data Position (CY/IN) * 5.8000 4.7000 0.0000

< Counter Statistics >

I < Counter t I Counter 2 I Counter 3 I
- - - - - -------.-.-.- -----.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

[Total nbr Pts I 0.256000E+03 I 0.256000E+03 I 0.256000E+03 I
INbr good rts I 0.255000E+03 I 0.249000E+03 I 0.251000E+03 I
INbr bad Pto I 0.IO0000E+01 I 0.700000E+01 I 0.500000E+01
IVelocity mean I 0.137e18E+00 I -0.498072E+00 I 0.313401E+01
IStan deviationi 0.225710E-01 0.142577E+00 0.396877E-01

IT intensitY(X ) 0.163774E+02 0.286258E+07 0.126636E+01
(3rd moment I 0.2bB?85E-05 -0.230155E-03 -0.142684E-04
;Skewness ooe£1 0.116764E+00 -0.397043E-01 -0.114123E+00
14th moment I 0.864128E-06 0.150444E-02 I 0.803471E-05 I
IFlatness coeffl 0. 332949E+01 I 0.164060E+01 0.323851E+01 I

Table 2: TSI Software Data Printouts ("Manual" Collection)
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k allowed to immediately review the most recently collected data and

check for obvious collection problems by using a TSI software table

printout (for automatic data collections) . These tables can then be

-- thrown away in favor of a master table containing the entire measure-

S-ment plane's data. This master table is also provided by the TSI

software and it should be printed out and saved after the "Z" plane's

measurements are complete.

EXPERIMENT RUN-TIME RECORDS

Certain hard copy records are recommended to the experimenter to

organize and later interpret his data taking. They include hand

written logs and TSI software printouts. These are in addition to

master data tables mentioned above.

Run-Time Log

Hand written examples of this log appear in Table 4. Appendix A

contains a blank, full page, Run-Time Log Form. An entry should be

made after every automatic sequence of data taking. In the towing

tank, this is after every carriage pass. In the AFF wind tunnel,

this is usually after every 15 collected data points. The table

keeps track of what data locations are in which stored data files.

Environmental parameters and the freestream velocity for each

automatic sequence are recorded. Also, a running record is made of

the amount of seed particles added to the facility. Finally room is

left for noting irregularities in the data acquisition process (e.g.

equipment malfunctions, operating parameter changes, etc.)

Traverse Position Matrix

TSI software options allow the printing out of the matrix of 1o-

cations used by the automatic data collection mode. This should be

done for each plane of velocity data. Then the experimenter can fol-
low and note on the printout where in the entire matrix he is after

each data collection sequence.
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Daily Test Log

This log summarizes the data taking shift and does not contain

all the detail of the Run-Time Log. It is primarily meant to contain

information that will be input to data analysis programs after the

* test (Table 5). It also serves to summarize to the experimenter what

has been done and how fast it has been done. This should help in

" planning the best use of what remains of his experiment time. Ap-

pendix A contains a blank, full page, Daily Test Log Form.

Operating Parameter Tables

TSI software options can produce a printout of some of the cur-

rent LDV system operating parameters (as set in the software). These

parameters and some experimental identifiers are stored in every data

file (".RAW" file) taken. The experimenter should carefully keep

these items current with his data taking (improper parameters may

mean collected data errors). A printout should be saved for each

plane of data. An example appears in Table 6.

Data Repeatability Measurements

Finally some data repeatability checks should be run during any

experiment. Measurement repeatability can only be evaluated if meas-

urements are repeated one or more times at a few locations (at least

20 for every optical alignment). The repeated data is collected in

the usual automatic mode. It can consist of freestream mea-surements,

experimental data, or both. Fcr later (-onv cn1,, n e, (]1 repeated

measurements should be in the saime Posit , - Vtwl ,1 ' ty fla.t i summary

file (i.e. ".PVD" file) as the or i,'intl 7... " r mno .

PERMANENT DATA STORAGE

All data and data s , mmI ,.. PM

tape after each plane of measiir. ' :.

ments can produce more ". \\ " ''. . .. : i
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DATA REDUCTION PARAMETERS a
* 30-MAY-95 09:05:29 4

Experiment identifier:

DESTROYER WHOLE BODY WAKE SURVEY 6 KNOTS 19-APR-84

N % Experiment comments:

STRIPE NO. 13
"Z" PLANE AT 2 --8.6152" (fABS. ENCODER)
6 KNOTS PROPS OUTWARD AT 72? RPM RUDDERS IN PLACE

THIS PLANE INCLUDES THE PROPELLER SHAFT

Input data source : RDF:COUNTR.RAW
Output data source " ROF:DSSDI3.RAW

Made of operation Random
" Number of counters 3
S"Time between data No

Data Point group AV
Sample group size : 3 giroups of ?!,6 dje

<< Counter I Confirluration >>

Type : 1990
Settino : TEC >>uel bias

N-Cycle 18
Frequency Shift 0.500 Mhz
Frin.oe Spacin!. 4.74"/ m/src/Mh;,

<( Counler ? Confifturation >>

Type : 1990
Settingi TP.C >>vel bias

N-Cycle lt,

Frequency Shift 0.500 Mhz
Frinle Spacin-i : 30.849 m/sec/Mh.,

(( Counter 3 Co-,fitouration >>
Type : 1990

Settin-1 : TFVC >>vel bias
N-Cyclp 8

Frequency Shift 0.000 Mh?
Fringe Spacing 1.734 m/sec/Mhz

Table 6: TSI Operating Parameters Printout.

space on the TEMP disk. Data summary files should remain on the TEMP

disk even after they are stored on magnetic tape. Most of the

interesting data collection software outputs (data tables and plots)

can be displayed from information on just the relatively small sum-

*. .. mary file. So, by keeping the ".PVD" files handy (on the TEMP disk),

the experimenter still has easy access to the most important features
of the data he has taken.
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DATA REFINEMENT PROCEDURES

Data refinement is merely the elimination of apparently errone-

ous individual velocity measurements. Either 768 (Towing Tank) or

1,536 (AFF) individual measurements are recommended for each data

location 1 2 . This means that an experiment of any duration (1,000+

measurement locations) will generate a million or more individual

measurements. Thus the elimination of bad measurements almost always

has to be an automatic, computer controlled process.

Chauvenet's criteria is applied blindly by the computer to

eliminate velocity component measurements that are too many standard

deviations from the measurement mean. The cutoff is a function of

the number of individual velocity component measurements: 256 meas-

urements - 3.1 standard deviations; 512 measurements - 3.3 standard

deviations; etc. The basis for this criteria is that valid measure-

ments assume a gaussian distribution about the mean velocity

component. Measurement locations that are crossed by the fluctuating

edge of a turbulent boundary layer or wake are examples of when this

refinement process may not be justified.

- COMPUTER SETUP

The TSI software package provides for data refinement, but not

Il in a practical way. About a minute's worth of user entries are

required to refine one measurement location. The refinement process

• itself also takes one or two minutes per data location. A typical

experiment would require nearly constant user entry of file names and

P software menu selections for on the order of 50 hours (1000 locations

- / 20 locations per hour).

An alternative has been developed for the user who can determine

which data files (".RAW" files) he wants to refine. The user in-

stalls the REF,/B disk in Drive 0 of the LDV computer system. T;me

. TEMP disk is inserted into Drive 1 and loaded (from RMq Tape) w .,-!

the raw data and data summary files of interest.

( The alternative data refinement processes Jo not sp .... d Li p

refinement procedure itself. They merely prov id.e, rot
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measure of automatic refinement without constantly requiring user

inputs. The 50 hours of processing is still needed, but it can be

done overnight or without the user's constant attention or even pres-

ence.

Both of the refinement programs that will now be described go

through the Chauvenet's criteria data elimination process twice.

That is, a raw data mean and standard deviation are calculated and

then values outside the standard deviation cutoffs eliminated. A new "

mean and standard deviation are calculated from the remaining data

and a final elimination made based on their values.

"REFINR" REFINEMENT PROGRAM

The TSI software was modified to automatically step through the

refinement of all data locations on a single data file. The summary

data file is also automatically updated with the refined velocity

means and standard deviations.

Description

The REF/B disk contains command files to compile ("REFINC.COM"),

link ("REFINL.COM") , and run ("REFINR.COM") this program. The

executable file is named "TOWRTT.SAV". The program runs much like

the standard TSI software with the user able to access most of the

parameter setting and the file opening menus. Only those options in

the statistical analysis ("S") menu and in the underwater tow ("U")

menu are inaccessable.
4

Usage

Upon entry into the program, the user should first set the

refinement standard deviation cutoffs appropriate for his data. This

is done (as in the standard software) by entering the Data Reduction

Parameter Menu and selecting "R" for refinement boundary constants.

In order to avoid this step for subsequent runs of "REFINR" the

entered cutoffs -an be made the default ones by now selecting "W"

(Write to default parameter file, "MASTER.MAD") in the Data Reduction
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Parameter Menu.

Next the File Management Menu should be entered to open up the

data or ".RAW" file of interest. Note that in the standard TSI

software the opening of any old data file means that all data reduc-

* tion parameters revert to the values used when the data was origi-

nally collected. However, this program is modified such that

refinement boundary constants and histogram limits are not changed

from the most recently entered or default values.

Finally the user presses the function key "PFl" and sits back as

the program automatically sequences through the menus and menu op-

tions to refine all the data locations in the opened file. The as-

sociated data summary file is updated to include the refined velocity

data means and standard deviations. After completing the refinement

-. the user should reenter the File Management Menu to close the fin-

ished file and perhaps open the next file to be refined. Note that

the data files (".RAW" files) are unchanged. Only the data summary

file (".PVD" file) is different. In this way the computer remotely

handles the refinement process of a whole data file (between 6 and 15

measurement locations) at a time.

"REMOTR" REFINEMENT PROGRAM

The TST software was also modified to automatically step through

the refinement steps for all data locations on a "SS" disk file named

"INP.RAW". The summary dat.a file is also automatically updated with

the refined velocity means and standard deviations.

Descript ion

The REF/B disk contains command files to compile ("REMOTC.COM"),

link ("REMOTL.COM") , and run ("REMOTR.COM") this proqram. The

executable file is named "REMRTT.SAV". Upon executinq the

"REMOTR.COM" command file, the program immediately takes full control

and does the refinement of "INP.RAW" and updating of the associated

summary data ".PVD" file. The program is automatically exited when

the process is over.
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Usage

Because the computer (once the program is started) allows no

user interaction, there is no opportunity for the user to modify or

even check the refinement cutoffs. The default values previously

stored (in file MASTER.MAD) by the last run of "REFINR" are used.

So, generally the user should first execute "REFINR" to properly set

these values for all subsequent runs of "REMOTR".

After copying the data file of interest to "INP.RAW", the com-

mand file "REMOTR.COM" executes the program. Without further user

inputs, all the data locations in the data file are sequentially

refined and the data summary file (".PVD" file) updated.

A whole series of data files can be refined without user input

if a master command file, such as "NITEWK.COM" (Figure 8), is used.

Master command files, if made long enough, can run day and night

until the data is refined with the user entirely free to do something

else.

An abridged version of the TSI software data statistics table is

sent to the LDV computer system printer for each data location.

"NITEWK.COM" also prints the file name being refined to keep the

printouts straight after long sessions. It is recommended that the

DIR DL1:DATAO1.RAW/PRINTER
COPY DL1:DATAOl.RAW DLO:INP.RAW
@REMOTR

DEL INP.RAW/NOQ

DIR DL1:DATA02.RAW/PRINTER
COPY DLI:DATAC2.RAW DLO:INP.RAW
@REMOTR
DEL INP.RAW/NOQ

DIR DL1:DATA03.RAW/PRINTER
COPY DL1:DATAO3.RAW DLO:INP.RAW
@ REMOTR

DEL INP.RAW/NOQ

DIR DLI:DATAO4.RAW/PRINTER
COPY DLI:DATAO4.RAW DLO:INP.RAW
@REMOTR
DEL INP.RAW/NOQ

Figure 8: Listing of Example NITEWK.C M" File.
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number of points eliminated by the refinement process be recorded for

each data location and each velocity component. Large numbers of

eliminated measurements may mean erroneous or unusable data. A

worksheet such as shown in Table 7 is suggested. When questionable

data appears in later plotting routines, it is good to have such a

table around to check immediately if the cause was very noisy or

non-gaussian data. Appendix A contains a blank, full page, Bad Meas-

V% urement Tally Form for experiment usage.

DATA STORAGE

When all the data files belonging to a data plane or summary

data file have been refined, the ".PVD" file on the TEMP disk really

r contains refined rather than raw data. It should be stored on the

RMag tape as "????OO.REF" so as not to have the same file type as

the raw data summary file. Note that if this file is to be

subsequently used by the TSI software (or any of its modified ver-

sions), then it must be copied back into the Drive #1 RL02 disk and

renamed "????OO.PVD".

* The "????" stands for the 4 character alphanumeric that is

uniqiie to the me)surement plane being refined.
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DATA EDITING PROCEDURES

This data analysis phase prepares the refined data for various

plots. The velocity data values are unchanged, except for a correc-

tion of velocity component direction. The origin and unit of measure

of the location coordinate system are changeable during this phase.

The main purpose of this phase is to create position - velocity data

files that are convenient to read and to incorporate into reports and

data plotting programs.

All steps, but the last, involve computer programs written and

tested on the two PDP 11-23 computer systems previously described

(LDV and LAB). In addition to the description here, each program

source file contains a paragraph at the top explaining program inputs

and functions. The last step is transferring the readied data files

to the HDL-VAX computer where the final Data Plotting phase takes

place.

"EDITABLE" FILE CREATION

The data summary files created by the TSI software contain all

the information required for plotting. Although TSI software can ac-

cess and print out that information, the binary character of the sum-

mary file is a big disadvantage if the file needs modification or

must be accessed by other software. Therefore the first step is to

decode these binary files. A new computer file is needed that looks

exactly like the TSI Software master data tables (Table 3) when

opened by a computer program or file editor.

Programs on the REF/B disk do this job very easily. The

program's are modified versions of the TSI software. They send the

s at u smmary table into a new computer file instead of to the

printer. The new file, named "FTN6.DAT", is created on the REF," B

isk. It should be renamed to "????.WRF" where "????" is the 4

chi:racter data plane identifer and "WRF" stands for Written Refined

File. This new file should be printed oit (the CID computtr qyst m

Jr 1he quickest printer) and also storod on the PMiq tap.

I'he user must choose from four programs the one that handles the
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position coordinates of his data files. A command file is provided

on the REF/B disk to properly setup and start each program.

1. "FILERI.COM" uses the "RECIN" program to decode data

files with rectangular coordinates in units of inches;

2. "FILERM.COM" uses the "RECMM" program to decode data

files with rectangular coordinates in units of millimeters;

3. "FILECI.COM" uses the "CYLIN" program to decode data

files with cylindrical coordinates in units of inches;

4. "FILECM.COM" uses the "CYLMM" program to decode data

files with cylindrical coordinates in units of millimeters;

The program has the same menus as the standard TSI software The

user should enter the "U" or Underwater Tow menu, select the proper

data plane (tow name), and select "2" to output the entire summary

statistics table.

After exiting the program, the user should open the file with an

editor to examine it. A number of linefeed characters must also be

replaced by carriage return characters (Figure 9). Several of these

occur among the titles for each page of data. The user must also

place at the very top (on a line by itself) the total number of data

locations in the file. The number must have four digits with zeroes

or spaces to the left for numbers under 1000.

CYLINDRICAL VELOCITY COMPONENTS (OPTIONAL)

If data is recorded in cylindrical position coordinates (as in

wake surveys), very often the user is interested in radial and

tangential velocity components. The LDV technique naturally measures

rectangular components of velocity . However, it is a simple

calculation (given a' coordinate sign convention) to convert mean
velocities to cylindrical components. Note only the "V"1 and "W"

components are combined to calculate radial and tangential mean

velocities. The sign convention used is found in Appendix B.

The program used in this step is "RCOMP" and it is found on both

.1 the LAB computer system (LDVPRG subdirectory) and the LDV computer
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Keyboard Entries Comments

.<SET-UP> 9 <SET-UP> Change screen to 132 ch. lines

.EDIT DATA.WRF <RET> Edit File "DATA.WRF"

[GOLD] [BOTTOM] Note last point number; eg 331

[GOLD] [TOP]
<SP> 3 3 1 For a file with 331 points
[DELCHR] <RET>

[BLINE] [BLINE]
[DELCHRI [DELCHR] <RET> <RET>

-.[BLINE] [BLINE]

[DELCHR] <RET><0> <0> <f> 0f> 0>

<SP> ... (SP> W R F Center ".WRF" under the titles
[GOLD] [FIND] <CTRL> L [ADVANCE] Find next <FF>

<4--> <RET>

[BLINEI (BLINE [BLINE]
[DELCHR] [DELCHR] <RET> <RET>
[BLINE] [BLINE] Do for each page of Data
[DELCHR] <RET> (i.e. for each block of
<0> <t> <t> <t> <t> 52 data points)
<SP> <SP> ... <SP> .WRF

,. [FINDNXT)

[GOLD] [COMMAND] E X I T [ENTER] Exit KED Editorf..,

Special Keypad Key for KED Editor
* <SET-UP> Set-up Key

<SP> Space Bar

<RET> Return Key
<+> Up Arrow Key

<CTRL> Control Key
<.-> Left Arrow Key

Figure 9: "KED" Editing Session for <LF> Elimination.

system (REF/B disk). The "????.WRF" file is copied into a file named
" IN.WRF". The program is then run with the converted velocity

S cr, rn)one nt table output to the file "OUT.RAD". This file should be

immediately renamed "????.RAD" to avoid being destroyed by the next

run of "RCOMP". If this file is of particular interest, it may be

printed out and stored on the PMag tape.

NORMALIZED AND CORRECTED DATA FILES

This step in the refinement phase applies the velocity component

( ]ir et ion correction and can change the orgin and units of the posi-

tion coordinate system. Any combination of the three changes chosen
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by the user is applied at once to entire data planes (i.e. ".WRF"

files)

The program used in this step is "NORMLZ" and it is found on

both the LAB computer system (LDVPRG subdirectory) and the LDV

computer system (REF/B disk). The previously created "????.WRF" file

is copied into a file named "IN.WRF". The user creates or edits a

normalizing data file, "NORMLZ.DAT" according to the coordinate

zeroes, length scales, and correction factors appropriate to his

data. Nine values must be present on the file before running the

program. Each number (F8.4 formatting) appears alone on a line:

1. Zero1 . . . . . . .... added to Ist coordinate value;
• ". , ,nd

2. Zero2 . . .. . . .. . . added to 2  coordinate value;
rd3. Zero3 . . . . . . . . . . added to 3 coordinate value;

3s
4. L.Scale I . .. . . . . divided into 1

s t coordinate value;

5. L.Scale 2 . . . . ... d i v id e d i n t o 2 n d c o o r d i n a t e v a l u e ;

6. L.Scale3 . .. .. . . divided into 3rd coordinate value;-.-"7. CorrectU ....... U = U * CorrectU

8. Correctv ....... V = V + U * Correctv
JV

9. CorrectW ....... W = W + U * Correctw

The program is then run and the user is interactively asked if

any or all of the normalizations should be done. The normalized

position - velocity data table is output to the file "OUT.NRM". This

file should be immediately renamed "????.NRM" to avoid being

destroyed by the next run of "NORMLZ". The file should also be

printed out and saved on the PMag tape.

CYLINDRICAL, NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS (OPTIONAL)

The earlier description for Cylindrical Velocity Components

appiies here as well, this time however, "RCOMP" will work on a data

qw file with corrected velocities and normalized position coordinates.

The only difference between this and the previous procedure is that

"????.NRM" (not "????.WRF") is copied into "IN.WRF".
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PLOT-READY DATA FILES

Several features of the "????.NRM" data files are changed for

the plotting programs. ".NRM" files can contain multiple measure-

ments at the same location. Also, table headings and titles that ap-

pear every page require extra work when the data is input to a

program. Finally some data plotting programs (Contour plots) need

data planes with an equal number of measurement points at each depth

(rectangular position coordinates) or at each radius (cylindrical

position coordinates).

The program "TABLE" accomplishes the first two tasks automati-

cally. Duplicate and bad data points (denoted by negative "IA"

values, Table 3) are simply dropped. Thus the user must first check

his data file to insure that locations with multiple measurements

have a positive "Raw Fi#" value for only the most accurate one. To

use the program the user copies his normalized and checked data file,

"????.NRM" to "IN.NRM". The program is run and a newly formatted

table is created with the name "OUT.PLT". This file should be im-

mediately renamed "????.PLT" to avoid being destroyed by the next run

of "TABLE".

Because velocity contour plots are usually an objective, the

user must edit his "????.PLT" files so that they consist of a series

of data blocks each with an equal number of measurements. Ideally

each data block consists of all measurements taken at one depth

(rectangular coordinates) or one radius (cylindrical coordinates).

The user enters the number of data blocks and points per block into

the file on the same line as the total number of data points. Like

the total data point number, these are four digit integers (zeroes or

spaces are used to the left if the numbers are under 1000) with no

* separating commas. Dummy values are required even if the contour

plotting programs will not be used.

For many reasons, the data may not fit naturally into equal

length data blocks. The user then must decide on a strategy to

create such a file if he wants to later graph velocity data contours.

The suggested method is not to delete any measurements, but to

N3



duplicate existing ones to satisfy the requirement. The KED editor

(or any other) can be used to make the required changes. The

contouring programs (described later) do not mind having two or more

measurements at the same location as long as they have the same

velocity data values. Also, the programs do not strictly requirc

that each data block have points with only one depth or radius value.

The programs simply draw contour lines between each data location and

four adjacent points. The program assumes that the locations just

before and just after a point in the data block are adjacent. Also,

the preceding and following data blocks each have an adjacent point

at the corresponding location within the block.

An example strategy appears in Figure 10. Note that the total

number of data points now includes both the deletions by running

"TABLE" and any duplicate point additions. Also, it is a good idea

to label duplicate points by uniformly making their "Raw Fi#" and

"Smp Gr#" values something implausible (e.g. 99). Some data plot-

ting programs will recognize these "Raw Fi#" and "Smp Gr#" values of

99 and not use the duplicate points in the plots produced.

The "????.PLT" file is now ready to serve as input for the plot-

ting programs. The user should print out the file for his records

and permanently save it on the PMag tape.

FILE TRANSFER OVER THE PHONE

In order to take advantage of already developed graphics

programs, the user must get those programs and the "????.PLT" data

files to a computer system on which DISSPLA graphics routines are im-

plemented. The Harry Diamond Laboratory's (CAD-CAM Group) VAX 11-780

Computer is one such system available to DTNSRDC personnel. The

procedures here send files over the phone (1200 baud) from the LL

Computer System to this VAX 11-780.

I.
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Figure 1.0: Data Block Editing Strategy for Contour Plots.
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After booting the LAB Computer System, the user loads the modem

controller (RD) and runs the control software (FTERM). The terminal

inputs are completely detailed in Figure 11. Note that the 132

column data files ("????.PLT") do not work with the software's

- :"-: default burst width ("BW") and burst delay ("BD") values. Also, each

system must see the terminal as a 132 column display device.

If a data repeatability plot is required, the user must make a

composite data file from all the ".NRM" files with repeated data

points. Non-repeated data points within this file may be deleted as

they will not be used in the repeatability plotting program. This

composite file must also be transferred to the VAX 11-780 computer

VAX COMMANDS RT-11 COMMANDS COMMENTS

.<Setup> 9 Only for 132 char. files

.LOAD RD Load Modem Handler

.R FTERM Run FTERM Program

<RET> Enable Modem Communication
(Phone Call and
Login Procedurel

$SET TERM/WID=132 Only for 132 char. files
$CREATE FILE.HDL File Name on HDL Comp.

<CTRL>P Back to FTERM

H Lists all FTERM commands
BW 100 Only for 132 char. files

BD 020 Only for 132 char. files
S Send File
FILE.LDV File Name on LAB Comp.
<RET> Enable Modem Communication

(After Completed
Transfer )
<CTRL>C Close FILE.HDL
<CTRL>P Back to FTERM

E Exit FTERM

RT-11 Command Prompt

igure 11: "FTERM" File Transf-r (to HDL) 3,,; ion Li:-ting.

* FTERM is a communications software package licensed to

DTNSRDC (No. 268) by Glenn A. Barber Associates Inc. of Sherman

Oaks, Cali f.
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for plotting.

Although some slight procedure modification may be necessary,

the FTERM software should be able to send files over the phone to any

*remotely accessible computer.
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DATA PLOTTING PHASE

This phase finally produces the graphs necessary for LDV data

interpretation and display. The use of existing plotting programs

will be detailed and typical results displayed. Users developing new

- plotting programs in Fortran may find the data input sections and

DISSPLA setups of these programs useful as a starting point. After

obtaining the desired plots, data tables are stored away for

convenient access in the future.

The plotting programs are divided into three groups depending on

whether their primary output involves error analysis information,

rectangular velocity component data plots, or cylindrical velocity

component data plots. Each program description will consist of three

sections:

1. General description

2. User Interaction

3. Program Output

Fortran source code listings appear in Reference 5.

VAX - DISSPLA ERROR ANALYSIS PLOTS

SCATRI & SCATR2: Mean Velocity Component SCATteR Plots

These two programs take "Plot-Ready" LDV data files and mark all

data points on a graph whose axes are two velocity components.

SCATRI plots data for "U" (streamwise component) and "V" (vertical

component) axes. SCATR2 plots data for "T" ( (U2 +V2)V component)

and "W" (on-axis component). The program is written in Fortran, but

includes calls to the plotting package, DISSPLA. The program has

been run on the HDL VAX computer.

This program is useful in conjunction with error contour plots

output by ERROR1 (an error calculation computer program described in

Reference 1 and 2). Together they show an estimate of the range of

measurement errors for any component. Also, the plots may be used in

A estimating velocity component ranges for future, similar experiments.
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User Interaction. The user copies the data file of interest to a

file named "XWAKE.DAT" and then just runs the program on a Tektronix

or other graphics display terminal. The axes are labeled in velocity

. components divided by the towing speed, U0. If the user wishes other

than the default axes' bounds, than he need only change the "Call

GRAF( .... )" program statement (see listing in Reference 5).

- Prolram Output. The program outputs a graph with "X"s marking the

location of each data point in the LDV data file. The axes are

automatically set and labeled. An error should result if data points

are far outside the plot boundaries. Figure 12 presents example

plots of both "SCATRI" and "SCATR2".

II 7 ".-- - - - - - ----
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- wr 04
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Figure 12: "13CATRI" and "SCATR2" Plots.
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BGRAFI: Velocity Fluctuation Magnitude Bar GRAph

This program looks at the standard deviations of any of the

mesrdvelocity copnnsas found on a standard "Plot-Ready" data

file. A bar graph is produced that plots percent occurrence as a

function of the standard deviation magnitude. The user chooses the

velocity component that is plotted. The program is written in

Fortran, but includes calls to the plotting package, DISSPLA. The

program has been run on the HDL VAX computer.

The plots (especially the vertical standard deviation) may be

useful in establishing velocity component fluctuation magnitudes for

future, similar experiments. Reliable estimation of errors during

the planning of experiments, requires an accurate estimate of the

3.". velocity component fluctuation magnitudes.

User Interaction. The user copies the data file of interest to a

file named "XWAKE.DkT" and then runs the program on a Tektronix or

other graphics display terminal. The program asks for the component

standard deviation to be plotted. The upper bounds of both the

standard deviation and the percent occurrence axes are entered by the

user after he is prompted by the computer with the maximum values for

the data set.

Program Output. The program outputs a bar graph like that shown in

Figure 13.

BGRAF2: Data Repeatability Bar GRAph

This program looks at the repeatability of the measured mean

velocity components as found on any TSI Software Format data file.

. * The file must contain some locations where two or more valid measure-

ments were made. The composite file of repeated data points was

created and transferred to the plotting computer system to serve as

input to this program.

- * At repeated locations, the difference of each component measure-

* ment from the mean measured value is computed. A bar graph is
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Figure 3: "BGRAFl" Bar Graph for Measurement Standard Deviations.

produced that plots percenrt occurrence as a function of these meas-

uremnent d iffe r2nc,,; ( absol :te value) . The velocity component plotted

is chosen by the user. The program is written in Fortran, but

includes calls t-o the plotting package, DISSPLA. The program has

bet-n run on tho. I'M, VAX computer.

The plo)t S ~rc 'I 'fU I i n demonstrating the quality of the
vel_,ocity fnelsurlnts i the tedns of odl conditions over

different carri~a-_e p~iss,2F, different days, or different experiments.

User lntzer~ic- ion. The- use.r cories the rope-tod dat-a file of interest

f IV nmed"RPEAT. DAT" and then runs the program on a Tektronix
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or other graphics display terminal. The program expects "REPEAT.DAT"

to have the same page format found in "ANRM" files. The program asks

for the component for which repeatability is to be plotted. The

upper bounds of both the data difference magnitude and the percent

occurrence axes are entered by the user after he is prompted by the

computer with the maximum values for the data set.

Program Output. The program outputs a bar graph like that shown in

* Figure 14.

" V* STRAMWISE COMPONENT REPEATABIUTY

PRETOV Tow SPEED

' VETCLCOMPON-ENT REEATABIJ1Y

0

110

PERCENT OF TOW SPEED (~A.

20 W"ON-AXIS COMPEONENT REEATAIUTY

0

PERCENT OF TOW SPEED (&WAJ.)

Figure 14: "BGRAF2" Bar Graph for Data Repeatability.
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BGRAF3: Streamwise Fringe Crossings Bar GRAph

This program looks at the frequency of occurrence of different

- numbers of fringe crossings for the streamwise LDV velocity

component. The data is taken from calibration runs (no ship model)

when the velocity direction is essentially streamwise. The plot is

in the form of a histogram or bar graph. The program is written in

Fortran, but includes calls to the plotting package, DISSPLA. The

program has been run on the HDL VAX computer.

The input file called "FRINGE.DAT" must be obtained by examining

the Raw Data files for a calibration run. The data must have been

recorded with the streamwise signal processor in TBC or TBM mode.

User Interaction. The user cannot use any of the normal data table

files, but must somehow decode the octal words of raw data files. He

must extract the total fringe crossing number 5  from streamwise

component octal words. A Fortran program "FRING" was written for the

LDV computer system to do this job. "FRING" supplies only a hard

acopy output from which the user must generate a "FRING'E.DAT" file

formatted for input to "BGRAF3" (see listing in Reference 5). After-

wards the user runs the program on a Tektronix or other graphics

display terminal. The upper bounds of the both the fringe crossings

and the percent occurrence axes are entered by the user after he is

prompted by the computer with the maximum values that occur in the

data set.

Proyram Output. The program outputs a bar graph like that shown in

Figure 15.

ERROR2: Final ERROR Estimation

This program takes "Plot-Ready" LDV data files and estimates the

component errors for each data point. The calculations are based on

the error formulations of Reference I and the LDV system developed

for the DTNSRDC towing tanks. ERROR2 needs no estimate of velocity

mean and standard deviation, it directly uses each data point's
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Figure 15: "BGRAF3" Bar Graph for Total Fringe Crossings.

measurements. The program is written in Fortran, but includes calls

to the plotting package, DISSPLA. The program has been run on the

HDL VAX computer.

This program gives the best possible estimate of the errors

present in each velocity component at each measurement point.

User Interaction. The user copies the data file of interest to a

file named "LDV.DAT" and then runs the program on a Tektronix or

other graphics display terminal. The user is asked to enter LDV
system operating parameters and which errors are to be summed (as

with ERROR1; see Reference 1 and 2). The user is also asked for

estimates of freestream component standard deviation magnitudes.

Also, a standard deviation of the repeated fringe spacing calibra-
tions is entered for each velocity component. Both of these last two

inputs come directly from procedures followed during the Testing

Phase (refer to Fringe Spacing and Component Direction calibration

sections).

Program Outpu__ Output is in two possible forms. A bar graph can be

displayed that plots any component's total error magnitude versus

frequency of occurrence (Figure 16). Also, a revised data table
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%':. Data File "DSNO" STREAMWISE COMPONENT
ERROR DISTRIBUTION

'DSN t" 4U coSp. V CoWIE. CO coMEp.
Free Strei S.D. *.0" 0."4 0.035
Fringe Spec. S.D 0. "4 9.904 0.004
FroSh:if (PHTI Sp4"e d 3. #.'s ee)
LP It tor t C) 2.o0se E.rro 1 600

pf Tim g Ctaztu n Error E d)6SFronge 5opaitg Errr....... f x8

Meas. Count N 2S 2S 2S6

Coeb. Corrction x x X
SPites Correction x X x z

Tow. Speed -3.986 (n/s) .0

o

Sgniet Nosee Error .......... E(n) x AI
Tl, Di1stz on Error ...... Ed)
Frgo e SpI cing Error ......... E( ) 

m
F~roquency Shifrt Error ........ EW x)
Parr. cle Log Error ........... E(L> a

Uetocltv Fluct uotlo Error ... E(v)

F . %tr, 4S Error ........... E<Fr) V
Carrie aSpre Error ......... E(a) Xat Dsurbiaco Error ...... E(0) x

VolUeocitV, |lis* Error .......... E(V9>) X

fringe I1as Error ............ E<Frl) x 0
Vat. op. Directi[on Error ... E(s) x 00

0.00 0.02
VELOCITY ERROR E .0

VERTICAL COMPONENT ON-AXIS COMPONENT
ERROR DISTRIBUTION ERROR DISTRIBUTION

U

* C)

- 0

~ I U
a

0* 0 1, 07 0 00 001 002 003 0 04VELOCITY ERROR ET

Vigure 16: "ERROR2" Bar Graphs for Error Magnitude Distribution.
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(ErLDV.DAT) can be output with measured velocity standard deviations

replaced by estimates of the total error; total error being the

standard deviation expected for measured component means about the

true velocity component mean.

The data table ErLDV.DAT should be quite useiul in making report

plots from the LDV data. Reference to this table gives error "bars"

or limits for the velocity components at each individual measurement

point.

ERROR3: Final ERROR Estimation

This program takes "Plot-Ready" EDV data files and estimates the

component errors for each data point. The calculations are based on

the error formulations of Reference 2 and the LDV system used in the

AFF wind tunnel. ERROR3 needs no estimate of velocity mean and

standard deviation, it directly uses each data point's measurements.

The program is written in Fortran, but includes calls to the plotting

package, DISSPLA. The program has been run on the HDL VAX computer.
This program gives the best possible estimate of the errors

present in each velocity component at each measurement point. The

K-.- user interaction and output descriptions for ERROR2 fit this program

as well.

VAX - DISSPLA XYZ VELOCITY FIELD PLOTS

There are only two basic types of plots under this section.

Each type shows data on a single physical plane. Data files with

rectangular position coordinates are plotted. "Arrow" plots show a

directed arrow at each measurement point in the plane. The arrow

direction and magnitude come from the vector sum of the two mean

velocity components in that physical plane. "Contour" plots display

the mean velocity component that is directed perpendicular to the

physical plane. Contour lines are calculated based on linear

interpolation between data location values. The actual data measure-

ment locations do not appear on these graphs.

Different versions of each type of plot exist to achieve the
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best plotted page orientation and to plot different physical planes.

Shorthand for the location coordinate system axes are: X - Vertical

direction; Y - On-Axis or Cross-stream direction; Z - Streamwise

direction; A Horizontal Page Plot puts the Y (or Z) coordinate axis

along the long side of the page and the X (vertical axis) along the

short side. A Vertical Page Plot does the opposite. Page dimensions

are a standard 8.5 by 11 inches.

XARROI: Horizontal Page, X-Y Plane, Arrow Plot

This program displays arrows that define the measured crossflow

in a X-Y plane (i.e. transverse to the towing direction). The X or

vertical axis is oriented along the short (8.5 in.) side of the paper

and the Y or on-axis direction is along the long side. Model sec-

tions in this plane can be plotted as a cross-hatched area. The

water's free surface, if measured, can be plotted as well.

The user must rename his plot-ready file "XWAKE.DAT" before run-

ning "XARROl". Ship model sections in the plane must be entered as a

series of X,Y points in the file "BODY.DAT" and "XTRA.DAT". The wa-

ter surface data must appear in file "SURF.DAT" in order to be

included in the plot. All files must be present, although they can

consist of zero points if either no ,hip section exists (on the

plane) or the free surface was not measured.

User Interaction. After starting the program, the user is asked for

eight or nine sets of inputs that affect the final plot.

The program first asks the user for X axis limits for the plot.

The user enters two numbers (in format: 2F10.4) for the minimum and

maximum axis values. The user is then asked for the step between

labeled grid marks, the lowest valued grid mark, and the number of

tick marks between labeled grid marks (in format: 2F10.4,12). The

program then requires the same information for the Y axis. Note that

the ratio of Y axis range to X axis range must be about 1.385 for the

plot and arrows to come out undistorted.

The user is then asked for the sign of his Y values so that the
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correct half plane (where data was taken) can be plotted. Also, the

user can indicate if he actually wants velocity vectors plotted or

just a simple "X" at each measurement location. For vector plots,

the program calculates the largest plotted velocity magnitude and

displays it to the user. The user must then input a vector size fac-

tor (units of inches/tow speed in format: F6.3).

Finally the user enters a minimum "Y" spacing between adjacent

vectors. Measurement points with a closer spacing are not plotted.

He also indicates whether final "Filled" characters are to be used in

titles. "Filled" characters give the graph a pleasing appearance but

are very time consuming to display.

Proram Output. Figure 17 shows an example of an XARROI plot. The

vector magnitude scale is in the upper left hand corner of the plot.

",".';,2-D VELOCITY VECTORS
FOR TRANSVERSE PLANE Z = 2.800

",p z "- a- ////"

C) I jf4

- - - d - - - - -

- - -"

/, X

7I

302.5 201.5 1.0 05 00

'Y" TRANSVERSE STATION

f1 A Figure 17: "XARROl" Velocity Vector Plot Example.
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XARR02: Vertical Page, X-Y Plane, Arrow Plot

The other version of the X-Y plane arrow plots does the same job

just described except on a vertical page. The user interaction is

exactly the same as for "XARROl". Note that the ratio of Y axis

range to X axis range must now be about 0.722 (instead of 1.385) for

the plot and arrows to come out undistorted. Depending on the posi-

tion ranges over which data was taken, this may use page space better

than "XARROl"

Appendix C displays examples of "XARRO2" plots. The user inputs

and auxillary data files ("SURF.DAT" and "BODY.DAT") needed to create

the plots are also listed.

XCONTI: Horizontal Page, X-Y Plane, Contour Plot

This program can display equal value contours of various, user

chosen, velocity quantities. Adjacent data points with values higher

and lower than a given contour value determine a location for that

contour. A linear interpolation between these adjacent data points,

yields a location that the piogram forces the contour through.

Spline smoothing of the contour between these locations is possible,

but the locations themselves are fixed.

Successive values of contour lines alternate between a solid,

labeled (where possible) line style and a dashed, unlabeled line

style. A horizontally oriented, X-Y plane of measurements are

displayed.

The user must rename his plot-ready file "XWAKE.DAT" before run-

ning "XCONTl". Ship model sections in the plane must be entered as a

0!. series of X,Y points in the file "BODY.DAT" and "XTRA.DAT". The wa-

ter surface data must appear in file "SURF.DAT" in order to be

included in the plot. All files must be present, although they can

consist of zero points if either no ship section exists (on the

plane) or the free surface was not measured.

User Interaction. After starting the program, the user is asked for

twelve sets of inputs that affect the final plot.
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The initial input sets define the axes bounds and labeling, just

as was done for "XARROI". The same restriction on the ratio of Y

range to X range applies (1.385).

The user is then asked for the sign of his Y values so that the
correct half plane (where data was taken) can be plotted.

The next five inputs all concern the contours themselves. A

contour "tension" is inputted first. A high integer tension makes

-* the contours almost a series of line segments between the established

locations. A low integer tension smoothes the contour out by means

of a spline fit. The user is then asked if he wants some special

contours plotted. The values of the main contours are determined by

the next two inputs of the lowest contour value and the step between

contour values. A maximum of 30 total contours are plotted. Finally

the user is asked for the number of decimal digits that should appear

in the contour labels. Only solid contours are labelled.

The user also indicates whether final "Filled" characters are to

be used in titles. "Filled" characters give the graph a pleasing ap-

pearance but are very time consuming to display.

Proqram Output. Figure 18 shows an example of a XCONT1 contour plot.

The inputs used for the plot are listed in order.

After the user erases the plot from his terminal screen, the

program outputs a contour summary table. Each of the 30 possible

contour values is listed next to the number of contour locations

found by the program. The user should observe if either the highest

or lowest contour value has a non-zero number of locations. If ei-

ther does, then contours outside the user specified range may also

belong on the plot.

XCONT2: Vertical Page, X-Y Plane, Contour Plot

The only other contour plotting program, "XCONT2", plots the

same plane as "XCONTI" but on a vertical rather than a horizontal ,'

page. The user interaction is exactly the same for both implemented

versions. As with "XARRO2" the ratio of Y range to X range must be
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AXIAL VELOCITY CONTOURS

FOR TRANSVERSE PLANE Z= 2.800

input S:

s-3. .86, . "

x 7

-3.0 -2.S M 2.0 ~ 1: 1 0I. .

Figure 18: "XCONTl" Velocity Contour Plot Example.

0.722 for an undistorted plot.

Appendix C displays plots of both contour programs. The user

inputs and auxiliary data files ("SURF.DAT" and "BODY.DAT")) needed to

create the plots) are also listed.

VAX - DISSPLA R -Z VELOCITY FIELD PLOTS

There are only two basic types of plots under this section.

FEach show data on a single physical plane at a fixed Z or streamwise

Vfliw1,-. "Arrow" plots show a directed a~row at each measurement point

in the plane. The arrow is the vector sum of the two mean velocity

components 8: and "WONin that physical plane. "Contour" plots

display thoe mean velocity component ("U") that is directed perpendic-

cir to the physical plane. Contour lines are calculated based on

cine.r interpolation between data location values. The actual data
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L"1
measurement locations do not appear on these graphs.

Different versions of each type of plot exist to better fit the

data ranges to the plotted page. Data plotted by these programs must

. have cylindrical coordinate positions. Different versions of the

programs plot data with 9 angular positions between either:

1. 00 - 3600;

2. 1800 - 3600;

3. 0 - 1800;

4. 2700 - 3600;
5. 00 - 90o;

Because of some of the options of the contour plots, four values

must be added to each data file to be plotted. The values depend on

the dimensional or dimensionless unit chosen for the radial and

streamwise position coordinates. On the first line, next to the

three previously inserted integers, two decimal numbers must be added

which are respectively the propeller radius and propeller hub radius

in data file coordinate units. A new line is inserted below this

line with the tunnel or tow speed (in coordinate units per second)

and the propeller speed (in cycles per second). Each of the four

numbers and surrounding blanks must take up 10 spaces including the

decimal point (i.e. input Fortran format "F10.4"). There should be

no commas between the entries.

RARROl: Angular Range 00 - 3600, Arrow Plot
This program displays arrows that define the measured crossflow

. velocity vector in a coordinate plane parallel to the propeller

- plane. A full circle or 3600 of measurements is displayed. The user

must rename his plot-ready file "RWAKE.DAT" before running "RARROl".

User Interaction. After starting the program, the user is asked for

*either six or seven inputs that affect the final plot.

S. The program first asks for a vector size factor. A decimal

number (less than 7 digits and a decimal point) should be entered

that is linearly proportional to plotted vector magnitude scale. A
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value of 1.0 means that a vector magnitude of the tow speed, Uo, will

have a plotted length of 1.0 plot length scales. The plot length

scale is either the propeller radius or the largest measured radius

(whichever is greater).

The vext input allows the user to "thin out" his data if plotted

arrows excessively overlap each other. The user specifies a minimum

S anjle in degrees (less than 7 digits and a decimal point) by which

data at the propeller hub radius must be separated. A related

- minimum separation also applies to any other radius. It is the same

arc length specified at the hub. If the user wants to display all

his data, he simply inputs a very low minimum separation angle.

The user then enters a number that determines the graph type:

I-Propeller Plane; 2-Propeller Wake; 3-Normal Plane; In Propeller

Plane graphs both the propeller radius and hub region are shown onS
the plot. Propeller Wake graphs are intended for measurement planes

that do not intersect body or propeller hub because they are so far

aft. Finally Normal Planes are intended to help visualize flow

around axisymmetric bodies. Generally these bodies have a radius

, that grows smaller as the propeller is approached. The resulting

negative radial velocity often masks flow structures of interest to

.< the user. Normal Plane plots with the input of a mean flow inclina-

(- the stroamwise direction) allows subtraction of this mean

radial flow at all dat:a points before arrow plotting.

Thc user decides with the final three inputs whether certain

lbels ~t and printing will be included in the plot. Any fin-

icshei rIot wil1. want the- l abr:ls, titles, and "filled" characters,

biti their Absr -,.; in initial. plots reduces significantly the required

.i et iou time.

Pr n (),Ip 1itu. Fiqure 19 and 20 snow two examples of Propeller

P I- 1 5o c t-u. Not-, the vector mayni tu,le scale in the upper right hand

pe Iron of Ficjure 19. In Figure 20, the user has input a very small

v.ct or size I m-,tor ( < 0. 2 ) so that all vectors have no discernable

I r[,I,, fh 1nd onl y th(e crosf low direction is shown. However, this- a irws cho miximuIm number of dat, points to be clearly displayed.
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2-D VELOCITY VECTORS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE

'RUS - RPROP VELOCITY SCALE

1 .2 .3%

S90 0 -1
,-,.'r"" 270*

-.-. \ \
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.i'7- /

;NN
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Figure 19: "RARROl" Velocity Vector Plot Example.

Other RARRO? Versions

The four other versions of the cylindrical coordinate arrow

plots simply display a smaller sector of the measurement plane than

"RARROl". The user interaction is exactly the same for all five im-

plemented versions. A list follows of all the "RARRO?" programs and

the measurement plane sectors that are plotted.
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2-D VELOCITY VECTORS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE
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RCONTl: Angular Range 00 - 3600, Contour Plot

This program can display equal value contours of various, user

chosen, velocity quantities. Adjacent data locations with values

higher and lower than a given contour value determine a location for

9 ." that contour. A linear interpolation between these adjacent data lo-

cations, yields a location that the program forces the contour

through. Spline smoothing of the contour between these locations is

possible, but the locations themselves are fixed.

Successive values of contour lines alternate between a solid,

labeled (where possible) line style and a dashed, unlabeled line

style. A full circle or 3600 of measurements are displayed.

The user must rename his plot-ready file "RWAKE.DAT" before run-

ning "RCONT1".

User Interaction. After starting the program, the user is asked for

ten inputs that affect the final plot.

The program first asks the user to indicate if the data covers

the full 3600 of the propeller plane. If this is the case then the

contouring program will assume that the first and last measurement

locations in a block (i.e. at a given radius) are adjacent to each

other.

The program requires four inputs to characterize the contours.

The reader is first asked successively for two decimal numbers (9

digits and a decimal point each) that will be the lowest contour

value plotted and the value difference between successive contours.

These inputs indirectly set the highest possible contour value

because the program plots a maximum of 15 contours. The user is then

a.(a.ked to define the contour label format. Finally by input of a

contour "tension" the User can control the degree of smoothness by

which contours are drawn through contour locations. A two digit

integer is entered where "10" produces a nearly straight line

interpolation between contour locations (determined by the program

[rem the data) and "00" introduces the greatest degree of spline

smoothinq6 . Unsmoothed or "spiked" contours are unrealistic, but
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overly smoothed contours can cross themselves or other contour values

(even more unrealistic).

The user then enters a number that determines the graph type:

1-Propeller Plane; 2-Propeller Wake; In Propeller Plane graphs both

the propeller radius and hub region are shown on the plot. Propeller

Wake graphs are intended for measurement planes that do not intersect

body or propeller hub because they are so far aft.

The user decides, with the next two and the last inputs, whether

certain labels, titles, and printing will be included in the plot.

Any finished plot will want these labels, titles, and "filled"

characters, but their absense in initial plots reduces significantly

the required plotting time.

Finally the user is asked which velocity quantity he wants

contoured on the plot: l-"U" or streamwise mean velocity; 2-BETA or

propeller blade inflow angle; 3-"UMT" or streamwise velocity

standard deviation; 4-"VMT" or vertical velocity standard deviation;

After making his selection, the chosen contours are calculated and

plotted.

Program Output. Figure 21 show an example of a Propeller Plane plot.

The nine inputs that were used for this plot are listed in Appendix

C.

After the user erases the plot from his terminal screen, the

program outputs a contour summary table. Each of the 20 possible

contour values are listed next to the number of contour locations

found by the program. The user should observe if either the highest

or lowest contour value has a non-zero number of locations. If ei-

ther does, then contours outside the user specified range may also 77

belong on the plot.

Other RCONT? Versions

The four other version of the cylindrical coordinate contour

plots simply display a smaller sector of the measurement plane than

j "RCONTl". The user interaction is exactly the same for all five
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AXIAL VELOCITY CONTOURS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE

RADIUS = RPROP 00

/ Oi
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Figure 21: "RCONTI" Velocity Contour Plot Example.

implemented versions. A list follows of all the "RCONT?" programs

and the measurement plane sectors that are plotted.

1. RCONTI: Angular Range 00 - 3600, Contour Plot

2. RCONT2: Angular Range 1800 - 3600, Contour Plot

3. RCONT3: Angular Range 00 - 1800, Contour Plot

4. RCONT4: Angular Range 2700 - 3600, Contour Plot

5. RCONT5: Angular Range 00 - 900, Contour Plot
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Appendix C displays examples of "RCONTl", "RCONT2", "RCONT3",

"RCONT4", and "RCONT5".

The initial strategy used in creating equal sized data blocks in

. " the ".PLT" data summary files, may not produce satisfactory contour

plots. Improperly chosen adjacent points may cause unrealistic

spikes in the contours or send contours through solid body surfaces.

After observing the contours produced by a first attempt, the user

may make additional modifications to his Plot-Ready file. If data

was recorded in equal sized data blocks, then no changes need to be

*made unless an erroneous data value has become apparent.

FINALIZED DATA TABLE STORAGE

After satisfactory FiNaL data plots have been created, the sum-

mary data file "????.PLT" should be renamed "????.FNL". This file

should be transferred back to the LDV computer system over the phone.

Figure 22 lists the terminal entries necessary for such a transfer

U VAX COMMANDS RT-1 1 COMMANDS COMMENTS

.Setup> 9 Only for 132 char. files

.LOAD RD Load Modem Handler

.R FTERM Run FTERM Program

<RET> Enable Modem Communication

[Phone Call )nd

Login Procedure)

$SET TERM/WID=132 Only for 132 char. files

<CTRL P Back to FTERM

H Lists all FTERM commands

BW 100 Only for 132 char. files

BD 020 Only for 132 char. files

R Receive a File

FILE.LDV File Name on LAB Computer

<HET> Enable Modem Communication

$ YPE '!LE.HDL File Name on HDL Computer

-After Completed
'. transfe'r}

,  
Back to FTERM

U Cl)se LDV Co.puter File

Exit FTERM
RT- 1 Command Prompt

i r T n II

d L -,r, _ O5>i!I e Trs r fl m (I3L ,.souor ". sting.

i
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using the "FTERM" software. The finalized data file may be printed

out and kept for quick reference with the other versions of the data

summary table. It should be saved on the "PMag" magnetic tape with

the other data summary files. There it will be conviently available

to other researchers or for the user to redo plots.

6-6

.

.4.
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SUMMARY

For descriptive purposes data handling procedures were divided

into four phases:

I. Testing Phase

2. Refinement Phase

3. Data Editing Phase

4. Data Plotting Phase

The steps within these phases were developed from experience with the

three component LDV systems in the Carriage #2 Towing Tank (TT)

facility and the Anechoic Flow Facility (AFF) wind tunnel. Data han-

dling for each facility is the same except for the initial testing

phase where procedures are very analogous. The steps described are

intended to be a thorogh and detailed data analysis procedure. It

is the experimenter's choice to simply use them as is or to use them

as a starting point from which to make modifications.

Tables 8 and 5 summarize the individual steps and when they are

used. Computer systems and software that help accomplish these steps

are also listed. Blank versions of all the forms noted (except for

the Data Block Di igram; see figure 10) appear in Appendix A.

Testing phase steps include more than operating the data taking

software. Data Logs, data forms, information printouts, and data

5 Experiments per Fiscal Year

2 Ot'V-A c Setupi per Experiment ................. ....

S - m W r,r i :i f t l pr -)p t ir a l S t u p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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storage all contribute to experimental results that are efficiently

produced, safely stored, and accurate.

Refinement phase steps search through each individual velocity

measurement and eliminate apparently erroneous ones. The corrected

mean velocities are stored on magnetic tape along with the uncor-

rected values.

Data editing phase steps first create ASCII computer files that

contain a table of corrected velocity means and standard deviations.

Then software programs and file editors modify the form of the mean

velocity tables so that they match the form expected by the data

plotting software programs. In this process some duplicate data

points are eliminated while other valid data points are duplicated to

properly fill out the table. Several versions of the mean velocity

table (at various points in the editing phase) are safely stored on

magnetic tape.

Data plotting phase steps use software built around DISSPLA

graphics routines available on many VAX (and other) computer systems.

Some data plots may suggest more mean velocity table editing. After

this is done the data plots and mean velocity table can be finalized.

Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) experiments typically take a

large amount of velocity data that must be carefully distilled to

produce useful and comprehendable results. This is especially true

of the three component mean velocity measurement systems currently

available for the towing tanks and wind tunnels of DTNSRDC.

It is hoped that many DTNSRDC personnel will utilize the LDV

technique on a variety of experiments. Standard, documented

procedures and computer software are then an important way to reduce

the cost and complexity of these experiments. Standaid procedures on

data storage have further value by insuring completeness and the

ability for any researcher to easily access experimental results at a

later date.

Three component LDV experience to date has only been on towing

Carriage No. 2 (Figure 1) and the Anechoic Flow Faicility wind tunnel
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(Figure 2). However, the procedures described should apply directly

or with some modification to any facility installation of the three

component LDV system.
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APPENDIX A

DATA ANALYSIS BLANK FORMS

I. Position Correction Polynomial Form

2. Traverse Bending Correction Forms

3. Body Positions Calculation Form

4. Fringe Spacing Calculation Forms

5. Component Direction Error Form

6. Run-Time Logs

7. Daily Test Log

. 8. Bad Measurement Tally Form
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EXPERIMNTr:

OPTICAL SETUP.
RrCCORVME BY:

STREA'WJISE FRINGE SPACINGSU

1)=0583 TT 5,, 1. 7 m
FOP Sv

F~6j.35H P~o. VTrD w .Z8I5i/

1i~~ /t.~ InIepn? Wkeel Meawem.ents W~tcl Frrnse SpQctA%

_____(YIN) (NO__ (MHz) (MHz) /)(q)

LZstd. Dev. 0+ M'e,., S 2 S~ 6- SSu, F". S.
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OPTICAL SETUP:

REcoRDER BY:

VERTICAL FRIN&E SPACINGSV

AF~t~ Sv s4.Z
-b-057 TT. 5,w~1JP

F= 610.35 Ha V=ta TSZD Lu

~te/T~t I~epn? Wkeel Mea.rewments WI~ecl Fr~nge SpQ,%,%4

0tTie nepn? Pt . MeAvlf t4 Dev. spea, V S, = V/f
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Dev.aei J man/SS
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OPTICKL SETUP.
RECOPRDED BY,:

ON-AXIS FRINGE SPACINGSW,

TT 596w 3 0.4

r - 8~~~~eamv Gcorfets. 2 (5 J s

24j 3 (. er F:

srn

sw s
/A

[33a~(Wc)Me.v Sw
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APPENDIX B

CYLINDRICAL VELOCITY COMPONENT SIGN CONVENTION
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CONVENTIONS FOR LDV
COORDINATES AND VELOCITY COMPONENTS

-X- Y -Z COORDINATES

Coord./Vel. Name Positive Direction Examples

I.X" / I"V" Vertical Ship Model "Up" Carriage #2: Up
AFF Submarine: Down

"tY" / "W" On-Axis Ship Model "Port" Carriage #2: South
AFF SubmarIne: South

"17." ?fu"l Streamwise Model "'Downstream"l Carriage #2: East
AFF Submarine: West

* -~ - Z COORDINATESE

.oord./Vel. Name Positive Direction Examples~~

vHf? / 'V" Radial Increasing Radius 0 =0 +R is Up
r 9 1800 +R is Down

/ V' Tangential Counter-Clockwise 9 =2700 +Vt is Up
t(facing forward) 9 =900 +V' is Down

t

S~ SL r a .i se Model "Downstream"t Carriage # 2 East
AFF Submarine: West

N V Y~ON S 13F 'WEEN SYSTEMS

F X Cos(9Q) + Y Sin(g)

P T an i.y 'X) for X>0; Y>0 .
Tall Y/X) + 180 for X<O
;ijn Y /X + 360 for X>O; <

W~ 0 V C o s Q

W C,0sV S-ir



APPENDIX C

EXAMPLE VELOCITY DATA PLOTS

1. Cartesian Arrows: XARROl, XARRO2

2. Cartesian Contours: XCONTl, XCONT2

3. Cylindrical Arrows: RARROl, RARRO2, RARRO3, RARRO4,

RARR05

4. Cylindrical Contours: RCONT1, RCONT2, RCONT3, RCONT4,

RCONT5
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Main Program Name: XARRO1

Subroutines: XKEY1, SHIP, SURFAC

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR XARRO1

$FOR XKEYI

$FOR SHIP

$FOR SURFAC

Linking Command: $LINK XARRO1,XKEY1,SHIP,SURFAC,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Pregram input Files: XWAKE.DAT; BODY.DAT; SURF.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN XARROI

Example:

Data Files Used: DSSD.FNL; BODYPT.DAT; SURFEL.DAT

Keyboard Input:

-20.,6.433; 5.,-20.,5; -. 6,36.; 5.,0.,5; -1; 1; .1; 1

kN D

-2 .,F.433; 5.,-20.,5; -. 6,36.; 5.,0.,5; -1; 0; 2.; .1; 1

s; epa-rates different keyboard inputs; $"HDL command

.
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Main Program Name: XARRO2

Subroutines: XKEY2, SHIP, SURFAC

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR XARRO2

$FOR XKEY2

$FOR SHIP

$FOR SURFAC

Linking Command: $LINK XARRO2,XKEY2,SHIP,SURFAC,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: XWAKE.DAT; BODY.DAT; SURF.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN XARRO2

Example:

Data Files Used: DSSD.FNL; BODYPT.DAT; SURFEL.DAT

Keyboard Input:

-20.,2.985; 5.,-20.,5; -0.6,16.; 5.,0.,5; -1; 1; .1; 1;

AND

-20.,2.985; 5.,-20.,5; -0.6,16.; 5.,0.,5; -1; 0; 2.; .1; 1;

";" separates different keyboard inputs; "$" HDL command

prompt;
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VELOCITY DATA LOCATIONS
* ] I FOR TRANSVERSE PLANE Z=

1 x&~ xux

XX X X

'4 ~ ~ L -j X4, (
I T x

c ii

00

<

uJI

0 5 0 10 0 15 01

TRANSVERSE COORD (in.)
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2-D VELOCITY VECTORS

IFOR TRANSVERSE PLANE Z=
VELOCITY SCALE:

0 .5 .U 0

<0

-j

4 +

00 50 10.0 150
TRANSVERSE COORD. (in.)
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Main Program Name: XCONT1

Subroutines: XTRACE, XYZPT, SHIP, SURFAC

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR XCONTI

$FOR XTRACE

$FOR XYZPT

$FOR SHIP

$FOR SURFAC

]"-A Linking Command:

SLINK XCONT1,XTRACE,XYZPT,SHIP,SURFAC,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: XWAKE.DAT; BODY.DAT; SURF.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN XCONT1

Example:

Data Files Used: DSSD.FNL; BODYPT.DAT; SURFEL.DAT

Keyboard Input:

-20.,6.433; 5.,-20.,5; -.6,36.; 5.,0.,5; -1; 3; 1; 0; .5; .05; 1; 1

AND

1-20.-6.433; 5.,-20.,5; -.6,36.; 5.,0.,5; -1; 3; 1; 0; 0.; 0.5; 0; 1

.:.9

."";" sparates different keyboard inputs; HDL command
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Main Program Name: XCONT2

Subroutines: XTRACE, XYZPT, SHIP, SURFAC

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR XCONT2

$FOR XTRACE

$FOR XYZPT

$FOR SHIP

$FOR SURFAC

Linking Command:

$LINK XCONT2,XTRACE,XYZPT,SHIP,SURFAC,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: XWAKE.DAT; BODY.DAT; SURF.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN XCONT2

Example:

Data Files Used: DSSD.FNL; BODYPT.DAT; SURFEL.DAT

Keyboard Input:

1; -20.,2.985; 5.,-20.,5; -0.6,16.; 5.,0.,5; -1; 3; 1; 0; .5; .05; 1;

AND

-20.,2.985; 5.,-20.,5; -0.6,16.; 5.,0.,5; -1; 3; 2; 0; 0.0; .5; 0;
1;

";" separates different keyboard inputs; "$" HDL command

prompt;
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AXIAL VELOCITY CONTOURS
* FOR TRANSVERSE PLANE Z=

w/ XX 
Cb -

Oib
L00

0. - 09

00

-1 0

50- 10 05

TRNVES 0O R i.
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C.> VERTICAL STD.DEV. CONTOURS
IFOR TRANSVERSE PLANE Z-

<0

- - - - - - --

c'7

00~,~ 5010,5

TRNVRECO R i.

L -. -99



Main Program Name: RARROl

Subroutines: RKEY1, RDAT1

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR RARROl

$FOR RKEY1

$FOR RDAT1

Linking Command: $LINK RARRO1,RKEY1,RDAT1,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: RWAKE.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN RARROl

Example:

Data Files Used: DSPO.FNL;

Keyboard Input:

AND

senarates different keyboard inputs; "$" HDL command
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2-D VELOCITY VECTORS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE

0
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A2-D VELOCITY VECTORS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE
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Main Program Name: RARRO2

Subroutines: RKEY2, RDAT1

Computer System: HDtL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR RARRO2

$FOR RKEY2

$FOR RDAT1

* Linking Command: $LINK RARRO2,RKEY2,RDAT1,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/JIB

Program Input Files: RWAKE.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN RARRO2

Example:

Data Files Used: DSPO.FNL;

Keyboard* Input:

separates different keyboard inputs; sl HDL command

prompt;
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2-D VELOCITY VECTORS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE
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Main Program Name: RARRO3

Subroutines: RKEY3, RDAT1

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR RARRO3

$FOR RKEY3

$FOR RDAT1

Linking Command: $LINK RARRO3,RKEY3,RDAT1,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: RWAKE.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN RARRO3

Example:

Data Files Used: DSPQ.FNL;

Keyboard Input:

1.0; 30.0; 1; 1; 1; 1;

I-%I

";" separates different keyboard inputs; "$" HDL command

prompt;
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2-D VELOCITY VECTORS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE

00I
VELOCITY SCALE - - -
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Main Program Name: RARRO4

Subroutines: RKEY4, RDAT1

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR RARRO4

$FOR RKEY4

$FOR RDATI

Linking Command: $LINK RARRO4,RKEY4,RDAT1,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: RWAKE.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN RARRO4
'I

Example:

Data Files Used: DSP0.FNL;

Keyboard* Input:

~1.0; 5.0; 1; 1; 1; 1;

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|*

""separates different keyboard inputs; H HDL command

prompt;
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2-D VELOCITY VECTORS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE
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Main Program Name: RARRO5

Subroutines: RKEY5, RDAT1.

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR RARRO5

$FOR RKEY5

$FOR RDAT1

Linking Command: $LINK RARRO5,RKEY5,RDATI,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIBI

Program Input F'iles: RWAKE.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN RARROS

Example:

Data Files Used: DSPO.FNL;

Keyboard Input:

1.0; 5.0; 1; 1; 1; 1;

go"separates different keyboard inputs; "$" HDL command

prompt;
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2-D VELOCITY VECTORS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE
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Main Program Name: RCONT1

Subroutines: RTRACE,RTZPT

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR RCONT1
e $FOR RTRACE

.'.. $FOR RTZ PT

Linking Command: $LINK RCONT1,RTRACE,RTZPT,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: RWAKE.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN RCONT1

Example:

Data Files Used: DSPO.FNL;

Keyboard Input:

0; .5; .05; 1; 03; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1;

.*,

separates different keyboard inputs; "$" HDL command

prompt;
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AXIAL VELOCITY CONTOURS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE
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Main Program Name: RCONT2

Subroutines: RTRACE,RTZPT

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR RCONT2

$FOR RTRACE

$FOR RTZPT

Linking Command: $LINK RCONT2,RTRACE,RTZPT,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: RWAKE.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN RCONT2

Example:

Data Files Used: DSPO.FNL;

Keyboard Input:

0; .4; .05; 1; 03; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1;

AND

0; 0.0; .5; 0; 03; 1; 1; 1; 3; 1;

AND

0; 10.; 5.; 0; 03; 1; 1; 1; 2; 1;

separates different keyboard inputs; "$" HDL command

I' promot;
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AXIAL VELOCITY CONTOURS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE

0 0
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VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS CONTOURS
~ K IN THE PROPELLER PLANE
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AVG. INFLOW ANGLE, fl, CONTOURS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE
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Main Program Name: RCONT3

Subroutines: RTRACE,RTZPT

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR RCONT3

$FOR RTRACE

$FOR RTZPT

Linking Command: $LINK RCONT3,RTRACE,RTZPT,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: RWAKE.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN RCONT3

Example:

Data Files Used: ATS1.FNL;

Keyboard Input:

0; .4; .05; 1; 03; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1;

separates different keyboard inputs; 11$1 HDL command

prompt;
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Main Program Name: RCONT4

Subroutines: RTRACE,RTZPT

Computer System: HDL VAX 11-780

Compile Commands: $FOR RCONT4

$FOR RTRACE

$FOR RTZPT

C Linking Command: SLINK RCONT4,RTRACE,RTZPT,DISSPLA/LIB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: RWAKE.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN RCONT4

Example:

Data Files Used: ATSI.FNL;

Keyboard* Input:

0; .4; .1; 1; 03; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1;

;" separates different keyboard inputs; "$" HDL command
prompt;
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AXIAL VELOCITY CONTOURS
IN THE PROPELLER PLANE
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Main Program Name: RCONT5U

Subroutines: RTRACE,RTZPT

Copue Sytm RTZTVAX 11-780

$FRRTRACE

Linking Command: $LINK RCONT5,RTRACE,RTZPT,DISSPLA/L.IB,GH/LIB

Program Input Files: RWAKE.DAT

Execute Command: $RUN RCONT5

Example:

Data Files Used: ATS1.FNL;

Keyboard Input:

0; .4; .05; 1; 03; 1; 1; 1; 1;

proptseparates different keyboard inputs; H$ DL command
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AXIAL VELOCITY CONTOURS
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DTNSRDC ISSUES THREE TYPES OF REPORTS

-" 1. DTNSRDC REPORTS, A FORMAL SERIES, CONTAIN INFORMATION OF PERMANENT TECH-
NICAL VALUE. THEY CARRY A CONSECUTIVE NUMERICAL IDENTIFICATION REGARDLESS OF
THEIR CLASSIFICATION OR THE ORIGINATING DEPARTMENT.

2. DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS, A SEMIFORMAL SERIES, CONTAIN INFORMATION OF A PRELIM-
INARY, TEMPORARY, OR PROPRIETARY NATURE OR OF LIMITED INTEREST OR SIGNIFICANCE.
THEY CARRY A DEPARTMENTAL ALPHANUMERICAL IDENTIFICATION.

3. TECHNICAL MEMORANDA, AN INFORMAL SERIES, CONTAIN TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION
OF LIMITED USE AND INTEREST. THEY ARE PRIMARILY WORKING PAPERS INTENDED FOR IN-
TERNAL USE. THEY CARRY AN IDENTIFYING NUMBER WHICH INDICATES THEIR TYPE AND THE
NUMERICAL CODE OF THE ORIGINATING DEPARTMENT. ANY DISTRIBUTION OUTSIDE DTNSRDC

" MUST BE APPROVED BY THE HEAD OF THE ORIGINATING DEPARTMENT ON A CASE-BY-CASE
BASIS.
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